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Baby Raccoon

WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

is a non-proit organization
dedicated to relieving the

sufering
of the injured, orphaned, and
pollution-damaged wildlife
found throughout British Columbia.

Our Mission
■ To provide leadership in rehabilitating wildlife
and in promoting the welfare of wild animals in
the urban environment.

Our Vision
■ To continually improve the welfare of
urban wildlife.

Our Values
■ We believe that each wild animal deserves
our respect.
■ Provide care for wildlife in a socially
responsible manner.

Fledgling Great Blue Heron

■ Keep animals wild and return them to their
natural environment to live independently.
■ Help to prevent harm to wildlife and to protect
wild animals in their natural environment
■ Provide our workforce with a safe, respectful and
fulilling environment.
■ Act in an ethical and transparent manner.

Professional Ailiations
■ National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association
■ International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council
■ Wildlife Rehabilitators Network of BC
■ Annual permits by Canadian Wildlife Service
and Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Western Tanager Resources Operations
WILDLIFE REHABILITATION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION
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Our work never stops at
British Columbia’s busiest
wildlife rescue centre

Co-Executive Directors
Linda Bakker and Coleen Doucette

Staf Members 2018
Business Operations
CO-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CO-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OPERATIONS & FINANCE DIRECTOR
HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR
DEVELOPMENT & MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR
COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
DONOR RELATIONS ASSISTANT

Coleen Doucette
Linda Bakker
Rob Vandermey
Fiona Burness

“

Shantal Cashman
Sam Smith
Sheila Dickinson

Wildlife Program
HOSPITAL MANAGER
OUTPATIENT CARE MANAGER
HOSPITAL ASSISTANT MANAGER
RESCUE, TRANSPORT & RELEASE
COORDINATOR
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
RESOURCE COORDINATOR
WILDLIFE TECHNICIANS

WILDLIFE HELPLINE & ADMIN ASSISTANT
GROUNDS & MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT

Janelle Stephenson
Kristen Trudeau
Gyl Anderson
Maddie Phillips
Mandy Sun
Carla Benn
Seth Bennett
Meghan Coghlan
Brandon Law
Suzanne Naaykens
Emma Zinck
Sierra Monastersky
Don Anderson
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Before Wildlife Rescue was founded, members of
the public had nowhere to turn when they found
an animal in distress. hanks to the determination
of a small group of volunteers, in 1979 a modest
rehabilitation centre was established on the north
side of Burnaby Lake. In 1987, the wildlife care
program moved to its current location on the south
shore of Burnaby Lake.

One of our aims is always to surpass
the international Standards of Care
set for wildlife rehabilitation.

”

For most of its history, Wildlife Rescue Association has
focused on being able to take in animals 365 days a year
and to meet their day-to-day needs: rescue, transport,
medical treatment, nutrition, recovery spaces, and release
to the wild.
In recent years, demand has increased signiicantly due to
urban population growth and development. he number
of animals brought through Wildlife Rescue’s doors has
almost doubled from just 10 years ago while calls to our
Helpline have increased 30% in the past two years. he
existing model is no longer adequate to respond to these
challenges.
Since 2015, signiicant steps have been taken to ensure
Wildlife Rescue is prepared for this emerging future and
continues as a leader in wildlife rehabilitation. Key has been
building a more responsive organizational structure. Some
of these steps include implementing 5-year strategic and
iscal plans, streamlining processes, and evaluating building
and space requirements from the context of future, not just
present, needs.
We’ve made great strides and, with you at our side, Wildlife
Rescue looks forward to serving B.C.’s injured, orphaned,
and pollution-damaged wildlife for years to come.
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

tirelessly dealing with construction
issues, looding, property taxes, and
a few surprise guests such as White
pelicans and a Western Painted
turtle.
Wildlife rehabilitation is incredibly
demanding work on a good day;
with current facility constraints,
volunteers and staf alike have been
patient, lexible, and extremely
committed to the highest standards
of animal care. heir dedication is
unwavering and inspiring.
President of the Board
Jeannie Magis

Message from
the President
Another year has come to a
close and with it new challenges
and victories as we continue to
focus on building the business
infrastructure, revenues and
systems to position Wildlife
Rescue Association for growth
and expansion.

Key goals for the upcoming year
include implementation of the new
strategic plan, increased revenue
and social enterprise, a new and
improved membership program,
and board recruitment. Based on
the performance over the past

two years, there is no doubt that
we can accomplish these goals. I
look forward to another year of
leading the board and working
collaboratively with the executive
leadership team to carry out our
mission “To provide leadership
in rehabilitating wildlife and in
promoting the welfare of wild
animals in the urban environment.”
It is with sincere gratitude that
I thank our amazing staf and
volunteers, and also our wonderful
members, for without you we
could not continue our important
and much needed work. Much
appreciation to you all.

“

In 2018, the main goals of the
Board were to inalize the iveyear strategic plan and formalize
board development and succession
planning. he operational team
focused on the hospital project,
fund development, and of course
the animals.

Wildlife rehabilitation is incredibly demanding work on
a good day; with current facility constraints, volunteers
and staf alike have been patient, lexible, and extremely
committed to the highest standards of animal care. heir
dedication is unwavering and inspiring.

•
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT

In the coming year, we are looking
forward to working with strong
key objectives and an emphasis
on inancial stability for the
organization. We are a small board
that accomplished some big pieces
this year. I am very proud of the
entire organization for working

”

Board of Directors 2018
TREASURER
SECRETARY

Jeannie Magis
Nicole Belanger
Jenny Wei
Laurie Murdoch

Wildlife Rescue’s Board of Directors is a volunteer governance board.
Responsibilities include organizational governance, executive director
oversight, reviewing/approving budgets, approval of major organizational
decisions, chairing board committees, supporting fundraising activities, and
ensuring that operations are consistent with organizational mission.

WILDLIFE REHABILITATION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION
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2018 HIGHLIGHTS AND SUCCESSES MADE POSSIBLE BY
GENEROUS DONORS — LIKE YOU!
WILDLIFE RESCUE-TRAINED VOLUNTEERS
performed
RESCUES of animals
in AT-RISK SITUATIONS
and TRANSPORTED

18,302

374------------

CALLERS ACCESSED

the Wildlife Helpline
to seek assessment
and assistance for
animals in at-risk
situations

1,046 animals to the hospital

35%

of animals in care were successfully
rehabilitated and released to wild

BC and the Lower Mainland are home to an incredible
bounty of wildlife. In 2018, the wildlife hospital admitted

140-------DIFFERENT
SPECIES

MADE POSSIBLE BY DONORS:

LeadCare2
Analyzer

including

diagnostic machine to

17 mammal species,
121 bird species and
2 reptile species!

detect lead levels in the
blood so that appropriate
care can begin immediately
to limit harm

4,240
PATIENTS TREATED

at Wildlife Rescue
hospital by leaders
in wildlife veterinary
medicine
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39

orphaned goslings
successfully fostered and raised
by families in the wild

$700,000 RAISED
TO RESCUE AND REHABILITATE WILDLIFE

WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

The staf at Wildlife Rescue truly pour
TYPES OF BIRDS
ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL

their whole hearts into
the

1.7% 0.8%0.8%
11.5%

improving

care animals receive.

Gamebird

Shorebird

The team is energized and inspired by our volunteers
and donors and is enthusiastically leading new
initiatives to better meet the needs of animals,
both in our care and in the wild.

Raptor

Waterfowl

10.9%
Seabird

74.8%
Songbird

A gosling being weighed

In 2018, Operations Staf:
REASONS FOR
ADMISSION TO HOSPITAL

9.8%
Orphaned
(True)

12.5%
Unknown
Predator Attack

9.8%

Unnecessary Human
Intervention

12.5%

6.9%

Window Hit

Cat Attack

1.7%

Entangled
(Fishing Line,
Garden Netting)

23.4%
Car Hit

WILDLIFE REHABILITATION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

■ Recruited and trained 285 volunteers on Helpline,
hospital duties, rescue, transport, and other roles
■ Secured in-kind donations of 1,000 pounds of ish,
1,200 pounds of blueberries and more than 1,500 heads
of lettuce for our wild animal patients
■ Built sophisticated in-house Helpline database to
better monitor evolving wildlife issues
■ Established a gosling rootop rescue program, with
retrieval training and safety protocols as well as urban
nest maps to be proactive in future years
■ Implemented wildlife foster program so that
orphaned babies can be raised by suitable same-species
parents in the wild rather than be kept in care
■ Put in place a coordinated system between Outpatient
services and the Hospital to conduct an immediate
health check on babies identiied as “untrue orphans”
so they can be returned without delay to their nest,
minimizing stress to the babies and giving the best
chance of successful survival
■ Partnered with Canadian Wildlife Services to
provide testing and treatment of lead poisoning in
migratory swans
WRA ANNUAL REPORT 2018 PAGE 7

Core Wildlife Programs
Rehabilitation
Wildlife Rescue provides medical
and recovery care for injured,
orphaned and pollution-afected
wildlife, always with the aim of
returning the animal to the wild or,
where necessary, due to the severity
of injuries, ending the animal’s
sufering in a humane manner.

While rehabilitation is core
to its mandate, Wildlife
Rescue serves animals
through a number of diferent
programs meant to prevent
unnecessary sufering while
positively afecting urban
wildlife populations in British
Columbia.

Education
Education is key to efecting longterm change of human impact on
wildlife and improving outcomes
for injured and orphaned animals.
hrough its Helpline, website,
community outreach initiatives,
internships, and education
workshops, Wildlife Rescue raises
awareness with the public on how
to co-exist with urban wildlife.
At the same time, hospital staf
review and incorporate continued
advances in veterinary science for
wild animal species into standards
of care and treatment protocols.

and help keep animals in the wild
where possible: Wildlife Helpline
– providing assessment and
assistance to ensure only animals
in need are rescued from the wild;
Rootop rescues - teaming up
with residential and commercial
buildings to safely relocate goose
families from rootop to waterway;
Foster program - coordinating with
Wildlife Rescue ield volunteers
to place orphaned babies with
appropriate same-species families
in the wild.

Response
Once Wildlife Rescue has
conirmed that there is a wild
animal or animals in distress, a
coordinated response is triggered,
starting with engagement with
the public through Helpline or

Admissions; recording animal,
injury, location, and inder data;
dispatching trained volunteers to
rescue and transport the injured
animal, keeping track of emerging
or repeat wildlife issues – all with
the goal of helping wildlife in
distress and returning them to
the wild.

Release
When wild animals are ready for
release following care in our centre,
it isn’t as simple as just letting them
go. Choosing appropriate release
sites is critical for successful wildlife
rehabilitation. he weather, season,
and even time of day need to be
considered. Staf and volunteers
communicate constantly to ensure
successful releases.

Prevention
Wildlife Rescue has evolved a
number of programs to minimize
the stress of human intervention
PAGE 8 WRA ANNUAL REPORT 2018

Duck Salad is a stand-by recipe
for many water birds
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

Volunteers built this organization
Coleen Doucette
What makes Wildlife Rescue a
great organization is the people.
he amazingly dedicated and
skilled volunteers are the backbone
of this charity. Volunteers built this
organization and they are a major
part of animal care everyday.

Volunteers rally for the big wildlife
emergencies, respond to the huge
volume of daily calls coming into
the Helpline, govern the Board
of Directors, build and maintain
animal enclosures, and are there

283

VOLUNTEERS
sharing time,
expertise,
and passion

to stuf envelopes for fundraising
mailings. his is, and will always be,
an organization that thrives due to
the commitment of generous and
talented volunteers.

28,370 73,610
HOURS OF
VOLUNTEER TIME

to Wildlife Programs,
Grounds and Maintenance

KM TRAVELLED

TO RESCUE, TRANSPORT, AND
RELEASE WILDLIFE

Volunteers Sue Thomas and Linda Saunders repair
one of the song bird aviaries
WILDLIFE REHABILITATION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION
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Donors to the rescue
In winter 2016, Wildlife Rescue’s
30-year old hospital succumbed
to heavy snow and rainfall. he
resultant wood rot, water damage,
and rodents moving in to escape
the cold forced staf to close the
building.
Almost overnight, staf were
scrambling to relocate the primary
medical exam room, indoor
rehabilitation unit, and other key
animal care operations to ensure
that the wildlife brought to us for
care were not negatively impacted.
Outdoor raccoon hut converted to primary medical exam room

As the only rehabilitation hospital
in Metro Vancouver to rehabilitate
avians, we had no choice but to
convert some of the mammal
enclosures into bird spaces and
redirect small mammals to another
wildlife rehabilitation organization
during this period.
Assessing the scale of what was
needed, Wildlife Rescue put out an
appeal to the public to help meet
the challenge. he response was
nothing short of inspiring. In just
a few weeks, more than $50,000
was raised so that Wildlife Rescue
could continue to provide essential
services to wildlife in need.
More than $9,400 of your donor
support allowed us to convert
an outdoor raccoon enclosure to
the primary medical exam unit.
Drywall, electrical, plumbing,
windows, doors, lighting, cabinets
and roof were completed in
short order. he space is about
PAGE 10 WRA ANNUAL REPORT 2018

Baby bird shed being relocated

one quarter of the previous size
and, while not intended to be
permanent, gets the job done.
An outdoor aviary was also
repurposed as an indoor
rehabiliation unit. Close to $10,000
of the funds raised went to drywall,
electrical, plumbing, windows,
doors, lighting, cabinets, animal
care enclosures, and a sturdy roof.
Another $3,500 purchased a secure
shed for storage of food bins and
equipment, as well as foundation
materials and labour to relocate the
baby bird and storage sheds.

Outdoor Aviary 1 converted to
indoor rehabilitation unit

he remaining donations were
allocated to preparations for the
new hospital: assessment of the old
hospital building, city-mandated land
survey and easement assessments,
asbestos and lead testing, and the
development of a new building plan.

his was all made possible
thanks to donors and the
community.
Most importantly, animal care was
not compromised and no animals
went untreated.
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

Planning for the future
Wildlife Rescue’s hospital and rehabilitation facilities
were originally built to care for up to 1,200 animals a
year. By 2015, admissions consistently exceeded 4,000
animals a year prompting the board of directors and
leadership to initiate a strategic review to determine
facility needs for the next 30 years.
While the hospital closure was unexpected and forced
Wildlife Rescue to come up with a short-term facility
plan for the animals, the “big-picture” facility planning
process has remained the focus.

Initially, it was anticipated - and communicated to our
supporters - that hospital construction would begin in
the near future. his short timeline did not adequately
take into account the many outside processes to
navigate, such as regional parks planning, municipal
lease negotiations, construction permit applications,
and building plan approval. Consequently, the
organization is proceeding with a phased facilities plan
which includes:

Phase 1 - In Progress
■ Renovations to convert existing animal care
units, replacing lost hospital space for uninterrupted
wildlife care

Phase 2
■ Demolition of existing hospital building
■ Site preparation
■ Acquisition and set up on-site of purpose-speciic
mobile units for much needed facilities such as
admissions, surgical treatment and learning centre

Phase 3
■ his is a long-term planning phase that encompasses
expanding the hospital and learning complex
These mobile medical units are customized shipping
containers that can be delivered on-site

Each medical unit is designed for
speciic purpose
WILDLIFE REHABILITATION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

Once inside, the mobile units function
like any standard medical facility
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Legacy and Major Gifts
hank you for supporting B.C.’s wildlife
Wildlife Rescue is able to save so many wild animals thanks to your compassion and support.
Donations from the public comprise 86% of the Association’s revenues.

Community Donors
• Donations of more than $1,000 •

Andrew BAHRY
Diana BELHOUSE
Maurice BOUCHER
David & Ann BURN
Alan BURNS
Julie CHAN
Carlyne CLARK
E. Alan CLUTCHEY
Isabel CORDUA-VON SPECHT
Eve COST & James RIMELL
Dana DEVINE
Elizabeth GRANT
Ann HARDING
Carol HEALY
Agnes HORNAAS
Ruth JOYCE
Ivo KATNICH
Gayle KOSH & Howard
REDEKOPP
Dorrit & Lars LARSEN
Rena LAWLAN
Barbara LEMON
Joanne LOMAS
Brent LOUTIT
Joyce LUPTAK
Mary MACINTOSH

In 2018, your
donations supported:

3%

Community
Outreach & Promotion

Marlene MACKENZIE
Frances MCGRATH
Animal Care Facilities
Michele MCLAUGHLIN
2,312 DONORS GAVE
Margaret MILLIGAN
$711,677
Robert MONTERIO
Animal Care 277 VOLUNTEERS
Nutrition & Medical
Gordon MURDOCH
240 MONTHLY DONORS
Patricia OSBORNE
Shannon PARKER
Program
Owen PATTERSON
Operations & Support
Paul & Rosemary PRETORIUS
Nicholas READ
Hospital &
Steven REIMER
Outpatient Care Staf
Carole RICE
Enide ROURKE
Adele RUNIKIS
Olga SAVCHUK
Rudiger SEYEN
Cheryl SIEBERT
Roger STALSBERG
■ 4208 Investment LTD
Robert & Jane STRANG
■ Burnaby Lougheed Lions Club
Beverley TAMBOLINE
■ Empowered Startups LTD
Susan TAYLOR
Gregory VENTURI
■ GL Williams & Associates LTD
Ralph VOLKENS
■ It's Time! Fitness Results INC
Phyllis WATSON
■ Otter Farm & Home Co-Op
■ PDW, INC
■ Provincial Employees Community Services Fund
■ Reunion Mithc 2 Productions
Fay Winnifred CORNISH
■ Sustainable Produce Urban Delivery INC (SPUD)
Elizabeth Mary BECK
■ Totem Distillers INC.
Lawrence Randall PORT
■ United Way of he Lower Mainland
Margaret Jean BANNERMAN
■ Vancouver Animal Emergency & Referral Centre
Helen Ruth PETERSON
■ Vancouver Foundation
■ Victoria Foundation
Jean Elizabeth GREENAWAY

6%

14%

28%
49%

Agency, Corporation
& Foundations

Estate Gits
Estate of
Estate of
Estate of
Estate of
Estate of
Estate of
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Let Your Legacy Be Wild
Your planned gift
ensures life-saving
medical care, recovery,
and a return to the
wild for your local
wildlife.

Wildlife Rescue Association of BC is the busiest wildlife centre in Canada
and has treated more than 110,000 wildlife patients since 1979.

1979

2019

Learn how you can leave a gift.
Call Shantal Cashman at 604.526.2747 ext. 506
shantal@wildliferescue.ca • www.wildliferescue.ca

